Sears cb radio

For Silvertone tubes see this link. Louis Railroad in North Redwood. The twenty-three year-old
son of a Minnesota farmer passed the time by pouring through the multitude of sales literature
that was being delivered by rail. Intrigued, he became familiar with pricing structures and liked
the idea that products that were manufactured in one part of the country could be sold to folks
in another part of the country. Now during that time, merchandising transactions in the United
States were very often marred by unscrupulous sellers trying to fleece prospective buyers, and
get-rich-quick schemes were rampant. However, young Sears became the beneficiary of one of
the most common schemes of the day, and used the profits to build an empire. In , Sears hired
watch repairman Alvah Curtis Roebuck to handle many of the returns that needed repaired.
Sears himself clashed with new business partner, Julius Rosenwald, and quit the business in
He later sold his portion of Sears stock in and died that same year. To this day, Sears's
advertising and promotional skills remain legendary, and today's most sophisticated marketer's
continue to employ the tried and true concepts that Sears made famous. The Sears schematic
page show for the same chassis: , see , see , no ? Rider's omits , and Schematic page shows
the models and as tube super with tuning meter. The C has four knobs, forming a triangle with
the escutcheon! See g eneral remarks about Silvertone models to in this link. The C features
already the forth "generation" of otherwise similar chassis. At least some models before were
made by Colonial Radio Corp. There was even necessary a revised schematic with an other
mixer system, grid mixer instead of a cathode mixer and some small other details. Both I call
here below version "A" and we don't yet use separate model pages for this slight schematic
differences but show both schematics. There is also the 6-tube superhet family starting with in
this period, but I deal here with the family starting with Very fast was made a new chassis with
quite a different setting of tubes etc. I call this only here version "B", since some models have
the same model designation but an other look for the knobs. Page of the Sears schematic book
to lists the following five models for the same schematic and parts etc. I call it "A" and believe
that it was the first series, which probably caused problems due to poor development of the
placement of tubes and other parts and their wiring. This shows quite a bad placement on page
for the first 4 models. The model page differs mainly in the transformer and it has a filter
condenser R All can also have a 25 cycle transformer. Tuning condenser is underneath in the
chassis. The original schematic page shows a cathode mixer, a revised schematic page a grid
mixer plus small other differences. Schematic also in Rider's 2, pages 11, 12 or and for the
Sears , and and Riders 2, pages 25, The revised schematic for Colonial model 47 "revised" and
model 48 "revised" can not be found in Rider's 2, 3 or 4, but turn up on volume 10 on the
Colonial MIsc. But this is still for "A"! The "B" version was made by Sentinel Radio
manufacturer Pictures by courtesy of guest radiomaniac, ARF forum. The models with the same
schematics etc. Tuning condenser is on top of the chassis. Photos by courtesy of member
Gerry O'Hara, Canada. This is additional information to users who click the link on Sears,
Roebuck models included in the Silvertone service information and the Sears Catalogs of that
period. With this method we can easily give common information for each model and at the
same time adapt on one place. John Kusching , USA, has bought the book "Silvertone Radios,
Service Information thru " and is intending to scan and to load up all these service
documentations. This is huge work, since he has shown with his work for RCA and other US
brands that he uploads top quality information. See the Schematic Finder. On top of that he also
completes models which are not yet complete. Years ago I had bought all catalog pages from
Mark V. Stein who did the book "Sears Silvertone Catalogs ". I told John Kusching that I will try
to let scan here, prepare and upload these pages with every written detail by Monique Ehrat as a
paid job. I will update or create the models according to the notes in the catalog. It would be
nice to get more sticky articles like repair stories or even explanations about a certain model
family like here below model Internal we use two fields for the model designation. Meteor, Sears
Roebuck and Allstate are for instance other brands of Sears. We begin with the brand Silvertone
if so branded and add the model number or name in that field. Generally the brand Silvertone
was introduced in It was also then not always used. There are different order numbers for the
same model for easy payment and adain often two more for the set including accessories like
tubes, batteries, antenna etc. We will use two where necessary: with and without tubes etc. We
might list in the text the other order numbers and enter prices. Where different voltages or
cycles become an other number, we will use those and not create a new model. Sears is a
general store and catalog seller, not a manufacturer and not a brand. Quite against other beliefs,
Sears in fact did manufacture quite some radios, when establishing "King Quality Products, Inc.
Until WW2 Colonial was the largest manufacturer for Sears and even stopped selling radios as
Colonial in But Sears bought from quite a variety of manufacturers. Mark Stein has noted them
for some models and we add the information in the notes if possible. See an example here. This
number can also tell us which manufacturer was involved. You can help us in this respect by

taking a photo of the sticker on the chassis and uploading in big size. Often it is xxx. A next
post by John Kusching will reveal the names with a list. As a guest: Please use the contact form
to send us such photos including the main photo 3 dimensions and some details. We will add
with a courtesy remark in the caption and will fill in the manufacturer name to the model. But the
pages for this show C or P B-C. Stein is ending with catalog for We will try to find more catalog
pages for before and after - and there are also catalogs in between, not covered. We don't know
if they would produce new models, but I doubt it. We have to find more Sears catalog pages for
radios! Advertisements etc. With a catalog we can only tell that in that year or season the model
was offered to a certain price. It is a combination of all kind of information, including folders and
fliers. The schematics show us technical data but they can only tell that the market introduction
was before - sometimes years before. When we have a catalog information with its date and
name, then we can prove the year of existance in the market, but not necessarily the selling
season or first year of market introduction. A combination with earlier or later ads will lead to
the right season s. Interesting is to see different prices for the same model during the time.
Since most radios are sold in the "old year", before Christmas, quite in contrary to cars, we
name the first hit to the market in the "from year" and try to find the "to year", resulting in a
model season or several seasons. Winter is the "radio time", Summer is the "Car time" mostly
sold in Spring. Should probably not be split from the main name - for searching reasons. We
have inconsistencies in the naming which we get rid of when working on a model only. Later
Sears adds a leading zero to the 4 digit number. We might be able to drop that without loosing
"findability". Most people and catalog buyers from Sears will not care and not know if a
Silvertone Radio was made by Sears, Roebuck or by others. For us collectors it matters at least
if we are in need of a schematic and don't find one under Sears or Silvertone. For most
interested collectors it matters in principle. It is not true that Sears did not manufacture its own
radios but it is even less true that Sears should have manufactured most of the Silvertone
radios. We know from the post above: "King Quality Products, Inc. But also from to many radios
came from different manufacturers. Just as soon as the Screen Grid tube had been perfected
beyond the experimental state and our own laboratories proved its merit; we introduced a
Silvertone all-electric screen grid set. No other has so steadily "undersold" the entire country.
You find that page on model C which is also called or right column of the picture with the entire
page. You can compare this with "similar stories" from for instance Lafayette. There you can
click "about these catalogs" to know more. Lowenthal Dept As such, these manuals were
serialized and assigned to specific Sears stores. The manual identifies the actual radio
manufacturer using a 3 digit "Source Number", which is listed for each radio model in the book,
usually on the schematic itself or on the parts list. The xxx was always the manufacturer code
and the yyyy which could be a 3 or 4 digit number identified the chassis. Over time, Sears has
re-assigned many of the original manufacturer codes for the manufacturers that have gone out
of business. Below is a table that maps the Manufacturer codes to the manufacturers using the
three sources mentioned above. A "Yes" under the Source column indicates that the source
confirms the mapping of the manufacturer to the code number. Companies listed under the
Source 3 column indicate that the code number has been re-assigned to a new manufacturer.
Sivertone was a brand name used by Sears, initially for phonographs and musical instruments
and in introduced for radios. Almost all products were purchased directly from manufacturers.
Literature: Mark V. Stein, the Sears Sivertone Catalogs Antique radios, Old Time Radios. As a
member you can upload pictures but not single models please and add text. Sears Receiving
Transformers The record was manufactured by Columbia Phonograph Co. Found at Duke
University Library. Sears Retail Merchandise List, page 3 for Sears Catalog page First Silvertone
Superhets, Silvertone Radios, service inf. Sears, Roebuck: Silvertone and advertising claims.
Sears Manufacturer Source Number Codes. Silvertone, made by Some Models with Tubes UHF:
Molded case comes in choice of two colors: Cherry Red or Ivory. See also the later Silv
Silvertone Sears Silvertone Medalist ; Big size analogue alarm clock, snooze function, gray
Wiring picture scanned by member John Kusching. Free shipping. Overall in good clean
condition. View photos of condition. Pick up offered. Conditions apply. Skip to main content.
Add to Watch list. The listing you're looking for has ended. View original item. Sell one like this.
Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Have one to sell? Sell it yourself.
Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information voicetel See other items. Contact seller. Item
Information Condition:. The listing has ended. Starting bid:. Your max bid:. Place bid Resume
bidding , if the page does not update immediately. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the
page does not update immediately. Add to Watch list Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab.

Calculate Varies based on location and shipping method. Item location:. Ships to:. This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. International
shipping paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Similar sponsored items Feedback on our
suggestions - Similar sponsored items. Last one. Related sponsored items Feedback on our
suggestions - Related sponsored items. Almost gone. Report item - opens in a new window or
tab. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used : An item
that has been used previously. The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully
operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or store return that has
been used. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab. Sears 40 channels AM
base. Extremely rare model!! Note: It works very well but there is a little humming sound on the
transmission and that could be improved by replacing all electrolytic capacitors. Shipping and
handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid postal code. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 6
digits for the postal code. Domestic handling time. Return policy. Payment details. Payment
methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. Used : An item that has been used previously.
Postal Code: Please enter a valid postal code. Read more From all of us here at CB World, we
wish you the very best. Contact CB World! Citizens Band CB radio dates back to the s. Ham
Service's channel 11 to form a band megacycles UHF for personal and business
communication, as well as for controlling model aircraft. Business communication is still
banned from Amateur Radio channels, so CB has taken over that role. That makes sense, as
less expensive CB equipment offers the general public the chance to communicate with each
other short distances over various CB frequencies without the expense, study and then the
waiting period for getting an FCC license. Class A and B radio services were established in ,
which formed the basis of the Family Radio Service. Ten years later Class D was established,
becoming the forerunner of CB radio. CB radio channels have expanded. Class D began with
only 23 channels, but more were added to bring CB to the current 40 channels in Back in the
70s, CB became very popular. There was an oil crisis when OPEC, a group of oil producing
countries, declared an oil embargo. The U. The embargo caused fuel shortages and that led to
rationing, which made it difficult to locate gas supplies. That's when CB radio use exploded.
Using CBs, drivers could find fuel sources and communicate the location to others. They could
also alert others to speed traps. Truckers' wages depend on the miles driven, so their
productivity and thus their wages were negatively impacted by the 55 mph speed limit. Truckers
protested the lower speed limits by setting up highway blockades, using their CBs to organize
and carry out those protests. A list of CB frequencies and CB radio channels follows. Note that
the channel numbers are not necessarily sequential with frequency e. The frequencies The
following table presents the CB frequencies, the particular wavebands at which a signal is
transmitted. The next columns list the corresponding 40 CB channels and the customary uses
of the channels. Any authorized CB radio frequency is open to all, but some have agreed-upon
special purposes. For instance, channel 9 is for emergency use, and channel 19 is used by
truckers to report on traffic conditions. Channel 19 is at the middle of the bands, thus has the
best antenna efficiency. Channel 9 is used less often for emergencies since the advent of cell
phones, but some rural communities still monitor that channel for emergencies. Those who
want information or wish to contribute appropriate information on specialized channels are
welcomed, as are listeners. Listening is an important step for beginners, especially on channel
Truckers have their own handles names and jargon, and many do not welcome non-truckers on
the channel. One way to make yourself unwelcome is to misuse or overuse the jargon, or slang.
Either one marks you as an outsider and may be used to justify bullying you off the channel. If
you want to get a head start on understanding truckers' slang, that's covered in another section.
Nothing's worse than trying to tune into CB channels and only receive muffled voices mixed in
with an overwhelming amount of crackling static in return. Though all CB radios have only 4
watts of transmission power this is mandatory by the FCC , there are certain features available
for these radios that can vastly improve reception of CB frequencies and improve your ability to

clearly listen to any channel. How you plan on using your CB radio as well as which channels
you may be trying to tap into will be the difference in which features you'll find beneficial. These
features will help anyone improve the quality of their CB frequencies:. Single sideband
modulation SSB more efficiently uses transmitter power and bandwidth. For an in-depth
explanation, refer to Wikipedia's page on SSB. Above the band at They are reserved for
commercial use by companies and educational, religious, and health institutions. The federal
government has from CB and ham users with modified equipment often use frequencies The
Civil Air Patrol, part of the U. The meter amateur radio ham band runs from Frequencies of If
you own a modified export CB radio such as the Galaxy , the 19 high setting puts you at If
you're talking on that frequency, you'll be very noticeable between the dots and dashes of
Morse code to the Official Observers OOs of the Amateur Radio world. To notify you, they'd
have to break their own band rules, as voice communication is not allowed at that frequency
even for licensed amateur radio operators. The FCC then contacts trucking companies and can
fine them, which has led to the truckers being fired. To avoid that problem, simply stay within
the 40 authorized channels. CB radios can be modified for use in Amateur Radio's meter range,
which is legal only for licensed operators to do. CB radios approved for use in the U. Even
those are possible to modify, but it is more difficult than modifying a non-approved one.
Freebanding or "outbanding" on random frequencies or channels is a term used to describe an
operator who is illegally using these frequencies or channels within the 11 meter above or
below the 10 kHz frequency. Many of the channels outside of the 10 kHz CB radio frequency are
"private" channels that only those with proper authorization and licensing are permitted to use,
but these licensing requirements and restrictions haven't stopped everyone from illegally
tapping into these channels. Unauthorized frequencies include the international call frequencies
of International call frequencies have been established to provide a common meeting place for
long distance operators to initiate or respond to calls from other stations. It's not used for
conversation QSO , as those who make contact then move to other frequencies. So, if you're
jawboning on those frequencies, you'll be as welcome as fire ants at a picnic. Listening is OK,
but talking is not. Beware, the FCC cracks down on such illegal use of frequencies, citing and
fining scofflaws. Despite the FCC banning the marketing and sale of any CB radios that they've
deemed easily modifiable, clever operators are still able to rig up almost any amateur radio to
reach these "off limit" frequencies. The 40 CB channels in the United States can become
overcrowded at times, which drives many CB radio operators to use frequencies that are above
or below the permissible CB frequencies. A radio frequency that is below the citizens band, for
example, is often quiet and seemingly underutilized; however these frequencies are strictly
reserved for use by designated radio services, such as government agencies. Many freebanding
CB radio operators tap into an unauthorized CB channel just for the thrill of it. Whether it's to
receive news from a different part of the country or from around the world, or just for the
excitement about being somewhere they shouldn't be, these freebanders run the risk of being
caught by the FCC or any law enforcement agency. However, if someone continues their
unauthorized use of CB frequencies, they can face a number of penalties including:. So how do
you stay out of trouble with your CB radio? Stay within the 40 CB channels and don't modify or
purchase a radio from a less than reputable dealer. The best way to ensure that you remain CB
radio "legal" is to invest in an American-made legal FCC certified CB unit, and don't make any
drastic or unnecessary repairs or upgrades without consulting the FCC. The complete reference
can be found at the government site in Subpart D. The following highlights are a few of the
important issues addressed in that lengthy document. One concerns emergency
communications. As mentioned, CB channel 9 is for emergency and traveler information, but
operators need to be aware that, "You must at all times and on all channels, give priority to
emergency communication messages That seems like common sense, right? Some issues
involve usage regulations, such as: No CB transmitter is permitted to transmit non-voice data.
Also harmful interference is not permitted, and that is defined as: "Any transmission, radiation
or induction that endangers the functioning of a radio navigation or other safety service or
seriously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly interrupts a radio communication service operating
in accordance with applicable laws, treaties and regulations. Other issues addressed are more
technical, for instance, CB transmitters must be maintained within a frequency tolerance of 0.
No CB unit is allowed to have the capability to increase transmitting power to any level in
excess of the limits specified in No add-on device, internal or external, that extends the
transmitting frequency capability of a CB transmitter beyond its original capability will be
manufactured, sold, or attached to any CB station transmitter. Exact external controls and
devices that are permitted to be attached to a CB are enumerated in Ignorance of the rules is, as
usual, not an excuse. Back when CB radios first started, they had tubes, and tubes had to
"warm up" before transmitting. So, after keying the mic, the user had to pause a few seconds or

that part of his or her transmission would be lost to the listener. Thus, the so-called 10 codes
were developed to automatically insert that necessary pause at the beginning of the
transmission during the time it took to say the "10" part of the code, before the important
informational part of the code was given. Modern equipment doesn't have that problem, so the
trend for modern day users is to drop the 10 codes altogether and use ordinary language for
communication. For those still enamored with the "secret" language of 10 codes, the following
are a few examples of some popular ones. A more complete list can be found on our CB Lingo
page. Besides the 10 codes, you'll hear slang on the radio, which can vary by the region that
you're in. The following are some examples of CB slang. Virgin Islands; and various Pacific
areas. In other parts of the world, you can use your CB with their legal equipment and rules.
Although many countries have the same CB frequencies as the U. Canada's General Radio
Service matches U. Therefore, no adaptations are required for using CB gear when traveling
between Canada and the U. Other European countries have additional channels. Germany, for
example, gets 80 channels by adding the 26 MHz frequency. Some other countries, such as
Japan and New Zealand, have frequency assignments that don't match those of any other
countries. If you use your CB equipment in countries that don't match our frequency, mode and
power requirements, you would be operating outside the laws of both that country and the U.
For a chart listing various countries, bands, bandwidths, modes, power and antenna system
specifications, see this page listing CB frequencies around the world. One key consideration
that operators must make when operating these radios is the size of the unit. Contrary to what
some believe, a larger radio doesn't mean that you'll receive better CB radio frequencies
remember, legal CB radios are only allowed 4 watts of output power! There are a wide variety of
small radios that will take up only a small portion of space and are a perfect addition to trucks,
RVs and passenger vehicles. Another major consideration that operators must think about is
the CB antenna. Many assume that a top notch radio must have a fabulous antenna, but many
are poorly set up and lead to poor reception. For the best functionality, a quality antenna that's
installed properly will always give CB operators the best sound quality, regardless of how
expensive or inexpensive the unit may be. About Us. Store Links. Customer Service. Get advice,
hear about specials, and much more when you follow us on social media! Do you have
questions? My Account. Track My Order s Anti-bot validation. Sign in Register Email Address.
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Radio Parts. What Features To Look For to Improve CB Frequencies and Transmissions
Nothing's worse than trying to tune into CB channels and only receive muffled voices mixed in
with an overwhelming amount of crackling static in return. Different Features for Different Uses
of CB Channels How you plan on using your CB radio as well as which channels you may be
trying to tap into will be the difference in which features you'll find beneficial. These features
will help anyone improve the quality of their CB frequencies: RF Gain : With this feature, an
operator is able to create filters so that only a strong CB radio frequency and transmission is
received. It's handy for two reasons: one, it can block out any weak transmissions so that there
is less background noise when you're speaking with someone who has a strong channel signal.
The other benefit is that it can be used to help bring in weak signals and improve the clarity of
all CB radio channels. Automatic Noise Limiter : Also known as "ANL", this feature improves
your reception sound quality as it allows operators to filter out interference, such as static and
engine noise. This is particularly evident if you drive a larger truck; a radio with this feature will
save you a lot of annoying static noise. Instant Channel Functions : Some radios will allow
users to quickly jump to two of the most popular CB channels: 9 the emergency CB channel and
19 a channel for truckers. Weather Reporting : Through this feature, your radio will be able to
tap
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into any local NOAA radio stations so that you can receive real-time weather updates. Not only
is this handy for truckers, but it's equally useful for RV or motor home drivers as well. PA
Functions : Your radio can transform into a public address system, though a PA horn which is
usually sold separately must be mounted on top of your vehicle or under the hood. Backlit
Displays : If you plan on driving extensively during the darker hours of the day, then this feature
is an absolute must-have. Though only commonly included in the more expensive models, it's a
worthwhile investment. Squelch Control : This feature frees the operator from constantly being
forced to listen to background static by setting a specified break-point at which your radio will

output a signal. The radio will only activate if a CB frequency or transmission is received.
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